Abstract. Software development in scientific computing typically deals with a large number of algorithms. An algorithm can have different implementations due to specializations for certain cases. These specializations may result in different return types. If the return types are not known a-priori, meaning, the types cannot be derived during compile-time, run-time techniques are required. This topic is generally referred to as covariant return types and is typically related to the objectoriented programming domain. Common approaches are based on dynamic polymorphism techniques which result in runtime overhead. We present an approach to handle non-a-priori known return types without the need of dynamic polymorphism techniques, hence, increasing run-time efficiency. The approach is discussed in detail based on an example in the field of computational geometry.
INTRODUCTION
In the field of scientific computing software development is typically confronted with a vast selection of greatly disparate requirements due to the plethora of fields of applications. Unfortunately, the requirements do not necessarily have to be easily reconcilable with each other. It is for such considerations that not only different algorithms, but also different specializations of the same algorithms are implemented. Different implementations vary in the utilization of programming paradigms, which also influences their suitability to various deployments. To support reusability, extendability, and orthogonality the generic programming paradigm [1] is of special concern throughout this work.
From among the manifold reasons for specialized implementations geometrical concerns [2] and those arising from robustness and speed requirements of mesh generation [3] caused the main motivation for the presented investigations.
In general, the interface of generic algorithms is constant, but by using specializations the underlying implementations differ. Such a feature is generally referred to as polymorphism [1] . In the C++ programming language the polymorphic overloading of functions has to be context-independent [4] . This restricts this mechanism to overloading with respect to arguments, but precludes it to encompass return types.
A polymorphic return type can result from dependencies on the input type, as well as from a dependence of an evaluation at run-time, such as accuracy requirements in numerical computations. Therefore the evaluation of the return type must be addressed in the compile-time or the run-time domain, respectively. Several approaches to deal with polymorphic return types have been developed. For example, applying meta-programming techniques [5] enables to derive the return type of an algorithm during compile-time [2] . However, if the internal specialization is selected due to results obtained at run-time, such a technique cannot be used, as the information which specialization should be used is simply unavailable during compile-time.
The object-oriented approach uses the concept of covariant return types to address this issue. Covariance of the return type means that the return type of an overriding method is changed to a type which is related to the return type of the original method [6, 7] . To support different return types a class hierarchy is used. Consequently, all the potential return types must be known a-priori and are introduced into the class hierarchy using inheritance. The runtime selection of the return type is primarily based on virtual function calls.
The problem of polymorphic return types has also been identified in the field of computational geometry [2, 8] . The Computational Geometry Algorithms Library (CGAL) allows encapsulation of the actual result type within a wrapping object [9] . Data can be accessed by trying to assign it from the generic object to variables of other datatypes. The drawback of this approach is that the wrapper object and the polymorphism it provides is resolved dynamically, thus introducing run-time overhead [10] .
In contrast to this approach, the Boost Geometry Library uses meta-functions to derive the result type of an algorithm [2] . However, polymorphic return types which depend on run-time evaluations are not considered.
Based on the described situation, we present a typesafe approach for dealing with polymorphic return types without the use of the run-time overhead prone dynamic polymorphism techniques. The potential return types are registered in a heterogeneous compile-time container instead of being forced into a class hierarchy. The polymorphic result type can be tested for a potential datatype, and the data can be extracted using a type safe extraction mechanism.
The following sections apply this technique to a generic implementation of a geometrical predicate. This exemplary application not only shows the use of a polymorphic return type, but it further illustrates the extendibility of the environment with minimized run-time overhead. It further deals with robust implementations in the field of computational geometry. This is realized by using specialized algorithms which base the computations on floating point datatypes of different precision [11] . However, the specializations are not restricted to the given datatypes. Different implementations, either implemented from scratch or externally provided by libraries, can be added to these specializations as well. Thus it results in an orthogonal, extendible approach for library development in the field of computational geometry. Consequently, the applicability of run-time dependent polymorphic return types is shown in potential, highperformance C++ implementations.
THE APPROACH
This section introduces the approach based on an exemplary application case. Figure 1 depicts the implementation design as well as the actual implementation details. For the remainder of this work, a polymorphic algorithm is understood to have a polymorphic return type, that is, the return type is not uniquely determined from the possible set of return types during compile-time. In the following subsections each part of the depicted implementation design is discussed in detail.
Core Algorithm
A geometrical predicate is used as the core algorithm. More precisely, the two-dimensional, fast but non-robust implementation of an orientation algorithm [3] , which is given in the following piece of code. 
The algorithm is implemented as a free function, where the return type is derived from the value type of the input vector type by the use of a meta-function. The use of a meta-function instead of direct member type access eases the extensibility of the code. This is due to the fact that additional vector types can be supported by providing the value type deriving meta-function.
Wrapper Algorithms
The following code snippet depicts the implementation design of the specialized wrappers. Note, that due to space restrictions, only one wrapper is shown as well as the body of the functor is omitted. 
template<> struct o r i e n t < t a g : : a c c u r a c y > { 3 typedef r e s u l t _ o f : : v a l u e < o r i e n t < t a g : : a c c u r a c y > > : : t y p e r e s u l t _ t y p e ; 4 template<typename V e c t o r S e q u e n c e > 5 r e s u l t _ t y p e operator ( ) ( V e c t o r S e q u e n c e const& v e c t o r _ s e q u ) { 6 // extract, convert, check dimension, 7 // call core algorithm, return result }};
A wrapper is implemented as a specialization based on tags. The tags are empty structs used for identification and dispatching task and are lightweight, even when instantiated. Note, the additional layer of abstraction, as a tag, for example accuracy, is related to a specialization based on a high-precision datatype such as ttmath::Big<8,4> [11] . This approach depicts the orthogonality of the implementation, as, for example, the actual datatype can be exchanged without influencing the specialized structures. Based on the tags, meta-programming tag-dispatching can be applied which allows to add additional functionality, such as meta-information for example [12] . The result type of the wrapper functors can thus be accessed from outside the functor. Note that additional wrappers can be added to the compile-time tag-dispatch construct. Therefore the extendability of this approach is increased significantly.
Polymorphic Algorithm
The implementation of the polymorphic algorithm is discussed in the following.
1 template<typename R e s u l t T y p e S e q u e n c e > 2 struct o r i e n t a t i o n { 3 typedef typename r e s u l t _ o f : : g e n e r a t e _ p o l y _ d a t a t y p e < 4 R e s u l t T y p e S e q u e n c e > : : t y p e r e s u l t _ t y p e ; template<typename V e c t o r S e q u e n c e , typename I n t e g e r > 6 r e s u l t _ t y p e operator ( ) ( V e c t o r S e q u e n c e const& v e c t o r _ s e q u , I n t e g e r a c c _ l v l ) { A polymorphic return type is generated by a meta-function (Line 3-4). This meta-function encapsulates a generation meta-function of the Boost Variant datatype [13] , which can be considered the core of this approach regarding polymorphic datatypes. An integer typed accuracy level is used to determine the required algorithm specialization. Additional accuracy levels can be added, by extending the run-time test system, represented by the switch environment.
Application
The following code snippet shows an exemplary usage of the polymorphic orientation algorithm.
1 typedef r e s u l t _ o f : : v a l u e < o r i e n t < t a g : : speed > > : : t y p e s p e e d _ r e s u l t _ t y p e ; 2 typedef r e s u l t _ o f : : v a l u e < o r i e n t < t a g : : a c c u r a c y > > : : t y p e a c c u r a c y _ r e s u l t _ t y p e ; s p e e d _ r e s u l t _ t y p e , a c c u r a c y _ r e s u l t _ t y p e > p o t e n t i a l _ t y p e s ; 5 typedef o r i e n t a t i o n < p o t e n t i a l _ t y p e s > o r i e n t _ t y p e ; 6 typedef r e s u l t _ o f : : v a l u e < o r i e n t _ t y p e > : : t y p e p o l y m o r p h _ r e s u l t ; The actual return types are computed by meta-functions (Lines 1-2). These types are collected in a heterogenous compile-time container [14] and forwarded to the generic, polymorphic functor implementation (Lines 3-5).
Note, that as with the common covariant return types approach, the potential types are required to be known apriori. The polymorphic return type, based on the Boost Variant datatype, of the algorithm is computed by an external meta-function (Line 6). A parser is used to depict the run-time applicability of the presented implementation (Lines 8-9). Note that a representative test string is used to model the application scenario. Typically this string would be provided by some sort of input stream. The parsing facility investigates the content of the string and sets an accuracy level accordingly. This exemplary application emphasizes the run-time capabilities of the presented approach, as a parser investigates a string solely during run-time. This level is forwarded to the functor, additionally with a collected point sequence, denoted by data (Line 10). Since the points are encapsulated in a container, the functor interface is decoupled from the number of input points. This approach increases the genericity of code, as further specializations for different sets of point types can be added. The polymorphic result is tested to match a certain type (Line 12) and the data is extracted in case it matches (Line 13). Type safety is maintained, since the type used for testing is the same as the type used for actual data extraction. The implementations of the functions is() and get() provide convenient layers by encapsulating access to the underlying Boost Variant datatype. Thus the run-time overhead of determining which of the possible datatypes is actually in use, is, due to the Boost Variant mechanisms, which employ meta-programming techniques instead of dynamic polymorphism techniques, kept to a bare minimum.
CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
The issue of polymorphic return types in case of a generic application in the field of computational geometry has been discussed. Compile-time and run-time techniques have been depicted, as well as advantages and disadvantages have been outlined. An approach has been presented, which is capable of dealing with run-time switchable polymorphic return types. An extendible exemplary implementation has been discussed as well as the implementation details of the polymorphic return type approach has been given. It is important to note, that our approach has a broad applicability. The depicted example from the field of robust computational geometry, which is implemented using high-precision datatypes, introduced the need of an automatic high-precision library selection environment. This is of special interest, as there are already several multi-precision libraries available [15, 16] . The goal would be to provide a facility which automatically determines which of these libraries is best suited for a given problem. Naturally, the process of library selection should be based on run-time evaluation. Therefore, the presented polymorphic return type is of great interest in that context.
